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1. Foundational Information Patterns 
The following are the foundational information patterns that exist in business reports. 

These information patterns were derived from approximately 6,000 XBRL-based 

financial reports submitted to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

by public companies. 

These foundational information patterns are the “building blocks” of business report 

information.  The information patterns are based on the logic of the information 

provided, not by the arbitrary preferences of those formatting or “presenting” the 

information.  These patterns relate to the “representation” of information, not the 

“presentation” of information. 

XBRL provides some basic information about the ordering or sequencing of 

information. Given a “hypercube” of information, the XBRL presentation relations 

provide information about: 

1. The order of dimensions. 

2. The order of members within a dimension. 

3. The order of concepts within a set of line items. 

Note that it is possible to convert a consistently structured set of XBRL presentation 

relations into the associated XBRL calculation relations, XBRL formulas and XBRL 

definition relations.  As such, such a set of XBRL presentation, calculation, formulas, 

and definition relations is referred to as an information model. 

In the following sections ten information patterns are shown and renderings of those 

information patterns are provided by three different software applications which were 

generated from only (a) the XBRL files provided for the test case and (b) knowledge 

and common practices related to the information pattern coded into the software 

application providing the information rendering. 

Note that a standard XBRL processor such as Arelle is not capable of providing these 

human readable renderings because it has no knowledge of the logic of the 

information patterns. 

The “information pattern” or “information model” is a combination of the pattern of 

the arrangement of concepts within a set of line items (i.e., concept arrangement 

pattern) and the pattern of the arrangement of members of a dimension (i.e., 

member arrangement pattern). 

It is conceivable that there could be additional information patterns; however, it 

would be impossible to conclude that any of these 10 information patterns do not 

exist because they have all been observed in reports submitted to the SEC by public 

companies. If additional information patterns are discovered, they can be added to 

this list. 

For more information about information patterns, please refer to Concept 

Arrangement Patterns1 and Member Arrangement Patterns2.  

 
1 Charles Hoffman, CPA, Concept Arrangement Patterns, 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/mastering/Part02_Chapter05.I_ConceptArrangementPatterns.pdf  
2 Charles Hoffman, CPA, Member Arrangement Patterns, 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/mastering/Part02_Chapter05.J_MemberArrangementPatterns.pdf  
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1.1. Set 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/set/index.html  
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1.2. Roll Up 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/rollup/index.html  
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1.3. Roll Forward 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/rollforward/index.html  
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1.4. Arithmetic 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/arithmetic/  
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1.5. Member aggregation 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/member-
aggregation/index.html  

 

 

 

(Note the difference in the direction of the information; right to left OR left to right) 
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1.6. Member nonaggregation 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/member-
nonaggregation/index.html  
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1.7. Variance (a.k.a. Difference) 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/variance/index.html  
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1.8. Adjustment (a.k.a. Restatement) 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/adjustment/index.html  
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1.9. Text Block (a.k.a. Escaped XHTML) 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/textblock/index.html  
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1.10. Roll Forward Info 

Platinum test case: http://www.xbrlsite.com/seattlemethod/platinum-testcases/rollforwardinfo/index.html  
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